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Product Overview
Hex Workshop, the Professional Hex Editor, is a file and disk editor which runs on Windows 3.1, Windows
95, and Windows NT. Hex Workshop was designed by programmers for programmers and does not 
double as a text editor. Both the 16 bit and 32 bit version are available for only $20.

With Hex Workshop you can:

- Edit multiple files of unlimited size.
- Edit Floppy and Hard Disks on Windows 3.1, 95, and NT.
- Hex Edit files directly from the File Manager or Windows 95 Desktop.
- Cut, Copy, Paste, Insert, Delete, and Undo.
- Find and Replace Hex or ASCII values.
- Goto from the start, end, or cursor position within a file or disk.
- Use the Compare Tool to find differences in files.
- Calculate Checksums for all or part of a file. 
- Search across multiple sectors on a Disk.
- Print high quality hex dumps.
- Get File/Disk properties with the click of the mouse.
- View File/Disk attributes in the Status Bar.
- Use Keycuts to access most features with function keys.
- Use Online help including an ASCII table and list of data types.
- And you get two additional applets:

1. A Base Converter to convert between hex/decimal/binary.
2. A Hex/Decimal Calculator (supporting +, -, *, /, &, ^, >>, <<, ~).

Hex Workshop is a shareware product, so feel free to try out all of the applications and distribute any or 
all of them freely.    If you find Hex Workshop valuable please register the product.    The $20 registration 
fee qualifies you for both the 16 bit and 32 bit versions, free minor upgrades, first notice of and discounts 
on major upgrades, and a free GPF Screen Saver.

As a programmer you realize the amount of work that goes into designing, coding, and testing an 
application.    We have made our best effort to provide you with a product of the highest quality, therefore 
if you plan to use Hex Workshop, please register.

If you have any questions, comments, or problems, regarding Hex Workshop operation, registration, or 
ordering, please feel free to contact the authors.

This program is produced by a member of the Association of Shareware Professionals (ASP).    ASP 
wants to make sure that the shareware principle works for you.    If you are unable to resolve a shareware-
related problem with an ASP member by contacting the member directly, ASP may be able to help.    The 
ASP Ombudsman can help you resolve a dispute or problem with an ASP member, but does not provide 
technical support for members' products.    Please write to the ASP Ombudsman at 545 Grover Road, 
Muskegon, MI 49442 or send a CompuServe message to the ASP Ombudsman at 70007,3536.





How To Register
The registration fee for Hex Workshop is $20.    For this you will receive both the 16 bit and 32 bit versions
of Hex Workshop, free minor upgrades, first notice of and discounts on major upgrades, and a free 
General Protection Fault (GPF) Screen Saver. For your convenience, you may register Hex Workshop in 
a number of ways.    You may pay by check or credit card, via 800 number, online (CompuServe), U.S. 
Mail, or FAX.

See the appropriate topic below for specific information:

Online Ordering
Credit Card Ordering via 800 number
Order Form for Sending Checks
How to Contact the Authors



Online Ordering
You may order Hex Workshop through the Shareware Registration Service on CompuServe.    From 
CompuServe:

1. Go to the Shareware Registration Service (GO SWREG).
2. Choose "Register Shareware".
3. Enter the appropriate responses.
4. When prompted with the search window, use Reg ID: 7813 and/or Keyword: HEXWORKS.
5. Now choose "Register".

Any questions about the status of the shipment of an order, refunds, registration options, product details, 
technical support, volume discounts, dealer pricing, site licenses, etc., must be directed to BreakPoint 
Software (see Contacting the Authors). 



Credit Card Ordering
You may order Hex Workshop (item # 11823) through the Public Software Library (PsL) using 
MasterCard, Visa, American Express, or Discover Card via:

Phone at 1-800-2424-PSL or 713-524-6394.

FAX at 1-713-524-6398.

CompuServe Mail at 71355,470.

Internet Mail at 71355.470@compuserve.com.

U.S. Mail to PsL, P.O. Box 35705, Houston, TX 77235-5705.

THE ABOVE NUMBERS ARE FOR ORDERS ONLY.

BreakPoint Software cannot be reached at the numbers above.    These numbers are for PsL, a credit 
card order taking service only.

Please be sure to include your credit card number and expiration date on all credit card orders.    Any 
questions about the status of the shipment of an order, refunds, registration options, product details, 
technical support, volume discounts, dealer pricing, site licenses, etc., must be directed to BreakPoint 
Software (see Contacting the Authors). 



Order Form
By Check:    To order by check send this order form and a check to:

BreakPoint Software
P.O. Box 4629
Stamford, CT 06907-0629

    
Payments must be in U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank, or with an international postal money orders in 
U.S. dollars.

By Credit Card:    To order by MasterCard, Visa, American Express, or Discover, see Credit Card 
Ordering.

By CompuServe's Software Registration Service:    type GO SWREG at the prompt and follow the 
menus, see Online Ordering.

Site licenses: a site license for Hex Workshop entities an organization to receive one copy of the 
distribution package and duplicate the distribution disk for the specified number of copies.    Prices are 
listed below:

Please fill in the information below:

Single Copy: ____ copies at $20 each    ________

Site License:
2 to 9 machines: ____ machines at $17 each ________
10 to 24 machines: ____ machines at $14 each ________
25 to 49 machines: ____ machines at $10 each ________

 50 to 99 machines: ____ machines at $8 each ________
    over 100 machines: please Contact the Authors.

Connecticut residents add 6% sales tax ________

Total payment ________

Prices guaranteed through 1996 and apply to Hex Workshop version 2.1 or lower.

Name: ___________________________________________
Organization: ___________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ___________________________________________
Country: ___________________________________________

Phone(s): ___________________________________________

EMail Address(es): ___________________________________________

Where did you hear about Hex Workshop? ________________________

Comments:



WWW Page - Latest Downloads Available

The BreakPoint Software WWW home page is at URL:

http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/breakpoint

From our home page you can download the latest 16 and 32 bit versions of Hex Workshop and find out 
the latest information on improvements and plans for future versions.    In addition, you can find links to 
WWW ordering service from our home page as they become available.

Note:    The WWW home page is subject to change.    If possible we will provide the new URL if this one 
changes for any reason.



License Agreement

Hex Workshop Copyright © 1995-96, BreakPoint Software.
All Rights Reserved.

License Agreement

You should carefully read the following terms and conditions before using this software.

DEFINITION OF SHAREWARE

Shareware distribution gives users a chance to try software before buying it. If you try a Shareware 
program and continue using it, you are expected to register. Individual programs differ on details -- some 
request registration while others require it, some specify a maximum trial period. With registration, you get
anything from the simple right to continue using the software to an updated program with printed manual.

Copyright laws apply to both Shareware and commercial software, and the copyright holder retains all 
rights, with a few specific exceptions as stated below. Shareware authors are accomplished 
programmers, just like commercial authors, and the programs are of comparable quality. (In both cases, 
there are good programs and bad ones!) The main difference is in the method of distribution. The author 
specifically grants the right to copy and distribute the software, either to all and sundry or to a specific 
group. For example, some authors require written permission before a commercial disk vendor may copy 
their Shareware.

Shareware is a distribution method, not a type of software. You should find software that suits your needs 
and pocketbook, whether it's commercial or Shareware. The Shareware system makes fitting your needs 
easier, because you can try before you buy.    And because the overhead is low, prices are low also. 
Shareware has the ultimate money-back guarantee -- if you don't use the product, you don't pay for it.

DISCLAIMER - AGREEMENT

Users of Hex Workshop must accept this disclaimer of warranty: "Hex Workshop is supplied as is.    The 
author disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of 
merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.    The author assumes no liability for damages, direct or 
consequential, which may result from the use of Hex Workshop."

Hex Workshop is a "shareware program" and is provided at no charge to the user for evaluation.    Feel 
free to share it with your friends, but please do not give it away altered or as part of another system.    The
essence of "user-supported" software is to provide personal computer users with quality software without 
high prices, and yet to provide incentive for programmers to continue to develop new products.    If you 
find this program useful and find that you are using Hex Workshop and continue to use Hex Workshop 
after a reasonable trial period, you must make a registration payment of $20 to BreakPoint Software.    
The $20 registration fee will license one copy for use on any one computer at any one time.    You must 
treat this software just like a book.    An example is that this software may be used by any number of 
people and may be freely moved from one computer location to another, so long as there is no possibility 
of it being used at one location while it's being used at another.    Just as a book cannot be read by two 
different persons at the same time.

Commercial users of Hex Workshop must register and pay for their copies of Hex Workshop within 30 
days of first use or their license is withdrawn.    Site-License arrangements may be made by contacting 
BreakPoint Software.

Anyone distributing Hex Workshop for any kind of remuneration must first contact BreakPoint Software at 



the address below for authorization.    This authorization will be automatically granted to distributors 
recognized by the (ASP) as adhering to its guidelines for shareware distributors, and such distributors 
may begin offering Hex Workshop immediately (However BreakPoint Software must still be advised so 
that the distributor can be kept up-to-date with the latest version of Hex Workshop.).

You are encouraged to pass a copy of Hex Workshop along to your friends for evaluation.    Please 
encourage them to register their copy if they find that they can use it.    All registered users will receive a 
copy of the latest version of the Hex Workshop system.



Technical Support and Questions
Technical Support for Hex Workshop will be provided to registered users only.    If you require technical 
support or have found a problem with Hex Workshop please submit it as a CompuServe Mail Message to 
75554,377.    Please be as descriptive as possible and title the message "Hex Workshop: Tech Support" 
or "Hex Workshop: Problem Reported" as applicable.    We will make every effort possible to answer all 
inquiries (problems reported) in a timely manner.

If you have questions regarding Hex Workshop please do not hesitate to contact us via CompuServe Mail
at 75554,377.    Please title the message "Hex Workshop: Question(s)".

In either case please specify the version information located in the About Box (i.e.: ver 2.00, 16 bit) and 
the operating system (Win 3.1, 95, or NT) you are using.

If you are unable to access CompuServe, see Contacting the Authors.        



Comments and Suggestions
We are continually planning our next versions, in which we will be adding to the features available in the 
Hex Editor and including additional hex-related mini-applications.

If you have any comments or suggestions for the current version or future versions of Hex Workshop 
please do not hesitate to contact us via CompuServe Mail at 75554,377.    Please title the message "Hex 
Workshop: Comments (or Suggestions)".

If you are unable to access CompuServe, see Contacting the Authors.        



How To Contact the Authors
The Authors can be contacted via online services or directly by mail.

EMail Address: CompuServe Mail at 75554,377
Microsoft Network at BreakPoint_Software
America Online at BreakPoint
Internet Mail at 75554.377@compuserve.com 

U.S. Mail: BreakPoint Software
P.O. Box 4629
Stamford, CT 06907-0629



Version History

Hex Workshop v 2.10 - Feb 01 1996 (current version):

NEW FEATURES

Page Setup
- Margins, Headers, Footers, Printer Font.

Enhanced Disk Editing 
- Support more drive types.
- Edit in drive or raw disk mode.

Context Menu Extension [Win 95]
- Can hex edit a file from the right mouse context menu.

Drag and Drop
- from shell/explorer [Win 95].
- from File Manager.

File Manager Extension
- Allows user to add a "hex edit" menu to file manager.

Checksum
- Added 16 bit checksum.
- Added one's and two's complement modifiers.

Enable paste into Find/Replace, Goto dialogs.

Added Tool Help Bubbles.

Added Dockable Toolbars (32 bit version).

Combined Hex Calculator and Bit Calculator into one.

BUG FIXES

Printing continued for infinite number of pages .

Editing disks with over 255 tracks didn't work.

Sector find wasn't working properly.

Compare failed when file comparing two files with the same file name.

Never performed input range checking for the compare and sector dialogs.

Dialog background colors where not being set correctly in Win 95.

Goto dialog was not always setting the initial focus properly.



Hex Workshop v 2.01 -    Dec 06 1995

BUG FIXES

Signed short was not working properly in the 32-bit version.

Launching the calculators failed because of new naming convention.

Hex Workshop v 2.00 - Oct 24 1995

NEW FEATURES

32 bit version for Windows 95 and NT.

Sector Editor
- Supports BIOS floppy and hard disks.

Checksum calculations
- Checksum, CRC-16, CRC-16/CCITT, CRC-32 are calculated selection.

Right-Click menus
- Cut, Copy, Paste, Goto, Checksum, Insert for Files
- Copy, Next Sector, Previous Sector, Goto, Checksum for Disks.

Paste Special Command
- Allows you to paste any format on the clipboard into Hex Workshop.

New File Command
- Allows you to open a blank file (useful with paste special).

Copy Special Command
- Places the selected text on the Windows clipboard in a text format.

Select Block
- Allows you to select large amounts of data easily (by block size or ending offset).

BUG FIXES

Improved display
- Optimized the selection drawing routines.
 

Fixed crash when trying to open a help component that didn't exist. 

Print/Print Preview was calculating the number of lines per page incorrectly.

Could not add (append) to the end of a file.

Find Again failed, when changing the cursor position between finds.

When saving documents, was not clearing undo stack.

Copy/Pasting selection over 32K causes random results.



Hex Workshop v 1.0 - May 29 1995

ORIGINAL VERSION



General Hex Editing
Hex Workshop includes a professional hex editor with the power and ease of a Word Processor allowing 
cut, copy, paste, insert, delete, undo, and more.

Hex/ASCII Editing:

A file can be edited from either the hex or ASCII display.    The cursor can be toggled between hex and 
ASCII with the tab key or hex/ASCII can be chosen by clicking the mouse in the particular region.

Clipboard Functionality:

Cut (Ctrl+X), Copy (Ctrl+C), and Paste (Ctrl+V) operate in a similar manner to other editors.    Paste 
Special allows you choose from and paste any of the standard Windows Clipboard formats currently 
available into a file.

Undo:

Undo (Ctrl+Z) allows you to reverse the most recent editing operation(s).    The size of the undo buffer 
(which determines how many operations are saved) can be set in the Options (Display and General).

Inserting/Deleting:

Automated Inserting (Ctrl+Ins) allows a specified number of bytes to be inserted at the cursor position 
with any hex value. Deleting (Del) simply deletes the highlighted bytes.    Normal editing can be done in 
either insert (INS) or overwrite (OVR) mode.    Insert mode with automatically insert hex values entered at 
the cursor position, while overwrite mode will overwrite existing bytes at the cursor position with hex 
values entered.    The current mode is shown in the far right pane of the status bar and is toggled with the 
insert (Ins) key.

Select Block/Select All:

A block of hex can be automatically selected at the cursor position using the Select Block feature and 
specifying either the size of the block or the ending position.    In either case the block starts at the cursor 
position.    Select All (Ctrl+A) automatically selects the entire file.

File/Disk Properties:

File/Disk Properties (Alt+Enter or Right Mouse Button) display information on the current file or disk being
edited.

Window Operations:

Open windows can be tiled Horizontally (F2), Vertically (Alt+F2), or Cascaded (Ctrl+F2) from the Window 
Menu or using keycuts.

The editing environment can be customized with options for font, colors, and hex display (bytes per 
column). 



Keycuts

Below is a list of Keycuts available:    

F1 Help (Contents)
F2 Tile Windows Horizontally
Alt+F2 Tile Windows Vertically
Ctrl+F2 Cascade Windows
F3 Find Again
Alt+F3 Find
Alt+F4 Exit
F5 Goto Again
Alt+F5 Goto 
F6 Compare Again
Alt+F6 Compare
F12 Generate Checksum

Alt+Enter Properties of File/Sector

Tab Toggles between Hex and ASCII in main edit window

Home Beginning of File/Sector
End End of File/Sector

Ctrl+Up Previous Sector (Drive Editing Only)
Ctrl+Dn Next Sector (Drive Editing Only)
Ctrl+PgUp Back 10 Sectors (Drive Editing Only)
Ctrl+PgDn Ahead 10 Sectors (Drive Editing Only)
Ctrl+Home First Sector (Drive Editing Only)
Ctrl+End Last Sector (Drive Editing Only)



Options (File Offset and Data Interpretation)
Hex Workshop supports a variety of options which allow the user to customize the interpretation of data in
their editing environment.    Below are a description of those options:

File Offset:

The file offset (address) can be viewed in hex or decimal format.    The file offset setting will change the 
view in three places; the offset addresses on the left side of the main edit window, the current cursor 
position (offset into the file) in the Status Bar, and the file size in the Status Bar.    This setting can be 
quickly toggled from the Options-File Offset menu or the Toolbar (H, D buttons).    Default is Hex.

Data Interpretation:

Data can be viewed (interpreted) in a number of formats.    Hex Workshop interprets data at the current 
cursor position for the user in the Status Bar.    Data can be interpreted as any combination of: Byte, 
Short, Long, Float (32), or Double (64); Signed or Unsigned; and Intel or Motorola (byte order).    These 
settings can be quickly toggled from the Options-Data menu or the Toolbar (B, S, L, F, D, and S, U 
buttons).    Default is Short, Signed, and Intel.

Document Defaults:

Under the Options-Preferences menu in the Document Defaults tab you can set any combination of the 
above items as your document defaults.    This will cause all future documents to be opened with those 
settings.

See also: Options (Display and General), Options (Configuration)



Options (Display and General)
Hex Workshop provides the user with options to customize their hex editing environment appearance and
general operation.    Below are a list of these options:

Display:

The hex editor view (window) can be customized with settings for font, colors, and hex display width 
(bytes per column).    These settings can be customized from the Options-Preferences menu in the 
Display tab.    Default is Courier 12 for font, black offsets, blue hex, and black ASCII for colors, and a 
display width of word (2 bytes).

General:

Prompt for Backup when Saving: When set Hex Workshop will ask if a backup should be created 
whenever an altered file is being saved.    A backup file with the extension *.BAK will be created if 
requested.    Default is on.

Warning on Insertion/Deletion:    When set Hex Workshop will post a warning message (dialog box) before
allowing an insert or delete of bytes in an open file.    Default is on.

Notification of Goto/Find/Compare Wrapping:    When set Hex Workshop will prompt the user whether or 
not to wrap the file (move from the end to the beginning or vice-versa) during the Goto, Find/Replace, or 
Compare Operations.    Default is on.

Use ToolTips:    When set Hex Workshop displays tool tips for the toolbar buttons when the cursor is 
positioned over the buttons.    This helps define the function of each toolbar button.    Default is on.

Size of Undo Buffer:    Specifies the size of the buffer used by Hex Workshop for maintaining a list of 
previous editing operations.    This is used when the undo command is selected, the larger the buffer the 
more operations which can be saved and later undone if requested.    Default is 4K.

See also: Options (File Offset and Data Interpretation), Options (Configuration)



Options (Configuration)
Hex Workshop provides the user with settings to integrate hex editing closely with the operating system to
allow the quick and easy launching of Hex Workshop.    These setting can be customized from the 
Options-Preferences menu in the Configuration tab.    Below are a list of these options:

Add Hex Edit Item to Right Mouse Context Menu (Win 95 only):

When set Hex Workshop will install a Windows 95 Context Menu Shell Extension so whenever the right 
mouse button is clicked on a file, a Hex Edit menu item will be added.    Clicking on the Hex Edit menu 
item will automatically launch Hex Workshop with the selected file(s) open.    There is no default setting, 
the user is prompted for this option on first use of the product.

Add Hex Edit Menu to File Manager (Win 3.x, 95, NT):

When set Hex Workshop will install a File Manager Extension adding a Hex menu to the File Manager.    
Clicking on the Edit File(s) menu item under the Hex Menu will automatically launch Hex Workshop with 
the selected file(s) open.    There is no default setting, the user is prompted for this option on first use of 
the product.

Allow Multiple Instances (Win 95 only):

When set Hex Workshop allow multiple instances to be running at once.    If this is not set, then launching 
Hex Workshop from anywhere will result in the maximizing of the previous running instance with the 
selected files open if appropriate.    Default is off.

See also: Options (File Offset and Data Interpretation), Options (Display and General)



Status Bar
The Status Bar displays information on the current file (or disk sector) and editing environment.

The first pane of the status bar contains information on the current operation (or menu item). 

The second pane of the status bar contains the cursor position, displayed in either hex or decimal (see 
Options (File Offset and Data)).

The third pane contains information on the data at the cursor position or being highlighted.    If no data is 
highlighted, Hex Workshop interprets the data at the cursor in the specified data format (see Options (File
Offset and Data)).    If data is highlighted, Hex Workshop will interpret the data appropriately depending on
the amount of bytes highlighted (i.e. 2 bytes as a Short).    If an appropriate data type does not exist (an 
odd number of bytes is highlighted, i.e. 9), Hex Workshop will display the number of bytes being 
highlighted.

The contents of    the fourth pane depends on whether a file or disk is being edited.    If a file is being 
edited, the pane contains the file size in bytes, displayed in either hex or decimal (see Options (File Offset
and Data)).    If a disk is being edited, the pane contains the size in bytes of the sector being edited.

The last pane displays whether Hex Workshop is currently in overwrite mode (OVR) or insertion mode 
("blank"). 



Find/Replace Utility
The Find Utility (Alt+F3), located under the Edit menu, allows the user to search for a hex or ASCII value 
within the file.    The Find Utility searches from the cursor position either forward or backward throughout 
the file.    If an ASCII value is the search target, the option to match or ignore the case is given.    There is 
a toolbar button which can be used as a shortcut for the Find Utility.

The Find Again (F3) command, located under the Edit menu, searches for the next occurrence of the 
target hex or ASCII value within the file.    This Find Again is in the same direction beginning at the (new) 
cursor position, having the same effect as setting up and executing another identical Find.    If there are no
existing Find parameters, the Find Again brings up the original Find Dialog.      There is a toolbar button 
which can be used as a shortcut for Find Again.

The Replace Utility, located under the Edit menu, works in the same manner as the Find.    The Replace 
Utility allows for different sized search and replace strings, and has a Replace All option.

Hex Workshop is set up to notify the user upon wrapping around the file during a Find, Find Again, or 
Replace execution (See Options (Display and General)). 



Goto Utility
The Goto Utility (Alt+F5), located under the Edit menu, allows the user to logically move throughout the 
file.    The Goto Utility can be used to move from the beginning of the file, the cursor position, or the end of
the file.    The number of bytes to move can be specified in either hex or decimal (with hex values always 
positive).    When moving from the cursor position a negative decimal value may be entered to move 
backwards (This is the only time a negative value is allowed.).    In moving back from the end of the file, a 
positive number moves back into the file.    There is a toolbar button which can be used as a shortcut for 
Goto.

The Goto Again (F5) command, located under the Edit menu, is used to re-execute the last Goto 
command.    If the previous Goto was from the current position, then another Goto is executed moving the 
same amount of bytes in the same direction, having the same effect as setting up and executing another 
identical Goto.    If the previous Goto was from the beginning or end of file, then the dialog is brought up 
again with the previous values loaded.    If there are no existing Goto parameters, the Goto Again brings 
up the original Goto Dialog.

Hex Workshop is set up to notify the user upon wrapping around the file during a Goto or Goto Again 
execution (See Options (Display and General)). 



Compare Tool
The Compare Tool (Alt+F7), located under the Tools menu, allows the user to compare two open files 
beginning at a specified location in both files.    The Compare Tool can be used to compare two different 
files or the same file beginning at different file offsets.

The Compare Again (F7) command, located under the Tools menu, is used to find the next difference in 
the two files being compared.    If there are no existing Compare parameters, the Compare Again brings 
up the original Compare Dialog.      

Hex Workshop is set up to notify the user upon wrapping around the file during a Compare or Compare 
Again execution (See Options (Display and General)). 



Checksum Generator
 
The Checksum Generator (F12), located under the Tools menu, allows the user to generate checksums 
for an entire file or a selection.    The Checksum Generator currently calculates five types of checksums:

CheckSum-8: 8 bit count, adds all the bytes, initial value = 0x00
CheckSum-16: 16 bit count, adds all the bytes, initial value = 0x00
CRC-16: 16 bit CRC, polynomial = 0x8005, initial value = 0x0000 
CRC-16/CCITT: 16 bit CRC, polynomial = 0x1021, initial value = 0xFFFF
CRC-32: 32 bit CRC, polynomial = 0x04C11DB7, initial value = 0xFFFFFFFF

Hitting the generate button will perform these calculations, the user can then view the results in hex or 
decimal with the option for either 1's complement, 2's complement, or neither.



Drive (Sector) Editing
In addition to editing files, Hex Workshop can also edit Drive (Disk) Sectors.    By selecting "Open Drive" 
from under the Disk menu both mounted drives and BIOS disks (INT 13 floppy or fixed disk) can be 
edited.

Disk Editing Modes:

In drive mode (default), PC drives mounted by the operating system can be edited.    Drives of this type 
include, PC floppy disks, PC hard drives, or other external PC removable disks.    CD-ROMs cannot be 
edited (currently), because the operating system mounts these in a different manner than other disks 
(more like network drives).

In raw mode (or disk mode), BIOS disks can edited.    BIOS disks include floppy disks and fixed disks.    
Floppy disks available are A: and B:, while fixed disks are listed as 0x80 (first fixed disk), 0x81 (second 
fixed disk), etc..

The difference between the two modes is drives are accessed as logical volumes through the operating 
system by letters assigned by the operating system, and can only be edited if the operating system 
understands the disk format (file system).    Disks are accessed as physical media through the BIOS.    
Raw (disk) mode allows editing of disks not readable by the operating system as well as partition 
information stored on the disk but not residing in a logical volume.

Sector Editing:

Disk Editing information is supplied to the user including sector number currently being edited and total 
number of sectors on the disk in the title bar, and sector size, cursor position (within the sector), and hex 
data interpretation in the status bar.    From the toolbar the current sector and buttons to move forward or 
backward sectors are displayed.

Drive Editing is accomplished in the same manner as file editing, with a few exceptions.    Since the sector
size is fixed, data cannot be inserted or deleted, only overwritten.    The Goto utility becomes a Goto 
Sector Utility allowing movement forward or backward in sectors from the beginning, end, or current 
sector of the drive/disk.    The Find Utility now operates on a range of sectors specified in the Find dialog, 
and Replace is disabled for sector editing.    Finally the Compare Tool will compare (and wrap) within a 
sector not crossing sector boundaries.

Because of the slightly different nature of Drive Editing additional keycuts are available to help quickly 
move throughout the sectors of a disk.



Base Converter
Hex Workshop includes a Base Converter (BCONV16.EXE or BCONV32.EXE, in the 16 or 32 bit version,
respectively).    The Base Converter converts from hex to decimal and decimal to hex (while displaying 
binary).    For a conversion the user can specify byte order (Intel, Motorola, or Raw Hex) and Data Type 
(byte, unsigned byte, short, unsigned short, long, unsigned long, float, or double).

The Base Converter includes an Always on Top (Ctrl+A) option accessible from the system menu.

Note:    When entering hex values with the Byte Order set on Intel or Motorola, the Base Converter will 
only convert and display a decimal value when the number of digits is exactly the number appropriate for 
the selected Data Type.    For example, if the Byte Order is set to Intel and the Data Type is set to 
unsigned short a decimal value will only be displayed when 4 hex digits are entered.    This is necessary 
to avoid assumptions on zero padding (right or left) before byte flipping.    When the Byte Order is set to 
Raw Hex, then a decimal value will be displayed when the number of digits is less than or equal to that for
the selected Data Type (left padding of zeros is assumed).



Hex Calculator
Hex Workshop includes a Hex Calculator (CALC16.EXE or CALC32.EXE, in the 16 or 32 bit version, 
respectively).    The Hex Calculator operates in two modes; arithmetic mode and bit manipulation mode.    
The arithmetic mode supports addition (+), subtraction (-), multiplication (*), and division (/)    and the bit 
manipulation mode supports logical or (|), logical and (&), exclusive or (^), negation (~), left shift (<<), and 
right shift (>>).    Both modes operate on hex or decimal unsigned long values and do not allow negative 
numbers or fractions.

The left shift (<<) and right shift (>>) operators require a second value specifying the amount of bytes to 
shift.    For example to left shift 0xFF by 1 bit, enter FF << 1 =., by 4 bits enter FF << 4 =.    Further it 
should be noted the left and right shift do not rotate the most significant and least significant bit (because 
that would be dependent on data type).

The mode can be toggled from the system menu or using the Ctrl+S keycut.    The calculator can be 
toggled between hex and decimal by clicking on the "HEX" or "DEC" in the display or using the spacebar, 
and the calculator can be switched into hex or decimal mode using the keycuts, Ctrl+H and Ctrl+D, 
respectively.

The Calculator includes an Always on Top (Ctrl+A) option accessible from the system menu.


